
CONTRACT  TRUST CALL #116
March 13, 2021

RECORD
DISCLAIMER Hello Everyone. Today is Saturday, March 13, 2021. Welcome

to our Contract Trust Conference Call. We are not accountants,
tax professionals, lawyers or currency dealers. We are not
engaged in rendering legal, tax, accounting or other
professional advice. Should you require those services, you
should retain competent advice from a professional in that
field.

WELCOME Thanks for joining us today. My name is Carol Werelius and I
have these calls every 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month. These
calls are recorded and available on our website, www.indicator
information.com, iqdcalls.com and YouTube. As we get closer
and closer to our expected RV, we thought this would be a
good time to review our Common Law Contract Trust, and why
we think it is the best vehicle for you to protect your assets. We
are dedicating most of this call to Q & A.I think we have a
guest speaker lined up today to share his thoughts as well. *6 to
raise your hand. 

Hello everyone. I expect many or most of you have been following the news about
our expected event. The news has been very exciting lately. Recently, we’ve heard
that we would be done by this weekend, now we’re hearing we should start by
tomorrow or Monday. For those of us that have been involved for a while, it’s hard
to get too excited by these predictions, because so far, no one has been correct.
This time does feel different. Hopefully, our time has arrived. While we have
endeavored to share with you the latest information we have received about what
to expect at our exchange, things seem to be ever-changing. 

For some time now we have been told to expect certain things at our exchange.
How to present humanitarian projects for the highest rates, what to expect to walk
out with, how to open accounts while at the exchange facility. 
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Over the last few months we have been told that we all will receive debit cards
loaded with $250K. More recently, just a debit card with no specified amount.
Lately, we have heard we will receive a debit card loaded with 2 percent of our
funds. Nothing over 10 million in the first 15 days can be spent – however, we can
make any purchase, place a deposit and provide seller with a guarantee of payment
We will be given 15 days to return to bank account information.   

The time allotted for our exchanges was always about 20, minutes, then it went up
to 45 minutes. The latest round of information suggests a minimal amount of time. 

This exchange was always supposed to be a tax free event. Apparently Biden
wanted to tax this exchange at about 60%. That was stopped. We are told that we
will have a tax free exchange– clean, clear funds letter provided.

Our goal at Indicator Information has always been to provide you with best asset
protection available. Our Common Law Contract Business Trust does just that.

Many of you have spoken to other providers and you have told us you prefer our
Trust. The biggest reason for that is that our Trust gives you the ability to become
your own Trustee. Very simply, that means there is no one between you and your
money. Also, our Trusts are Common Law, which appears to be where our country
is heading, as it was generations ago.  Common Law is alive and well in the US.
As I understand it, this Global Currency Reset is about more than the money. If, as
we’ve heard, NESARA and GESARA are announced soon afterward, we will once
again flourish under Common Law.  As currency exchangers we should not be
worried about setting up Statutory Law Entities when we will be under the
Restored Republic/Common Law, after NESARA’s Announcement.

The Common Law Trust we provide is designed to protect whatever assets it
owns. Yes, I said whatever it owns, not you. Once you exchange your assets into
the Trust, the assets then belong to the Trust. As Trustee, you still manage and
control those assets, but you don’t own them, hence, no one can take them from
you!

We obtain an EIN for you, and build a Trust around your needs. It is a complete
document, no fill in the blanks. We present it to you beautifully printed and in a 3
ring binder. Every line that needs a signature is named and flagged for your
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convenience. We give you instructions on what to do next and we also give you
access to our members only website.  

It appears that our guest speaker is in the room. Good day Jim, welcome. What’s
on your mind today? 

Close; Just so you are all aware, once the RV starts and our appointments are
made, we will be under an NDA. A new communications monitoring system of
Social Media posts, Emails, Text messages, Discord DMs, phone conversations,
etc. is in effect by the NSA and military Intel (DIA). The Intel Contact reported
that you need to be quiet about Global Currency Reset and RV related issues,
especially from the time you called the 800# and set your appointment. In order to
set that appointment, you will be required to sign a Non-Disclosure Agreement.
From the time you called the 800# through at least the 90-day NDA period
following exchanges/ redemption, everything you write or say about the RV/GCR
would be heard by the new communications monitoring system to determine if you
broke conditions of that NDA. If so, your monies could be frozen. ***Keep it
Quiet!!!***

We may send a email blast announcing that the eagle has landed, or something to
that effect.

I know we have discussed this in the past, but as a reminder, there are certain
words and terms you cannot use at your exchange or violate your NDA after the
exchange. …..Redemption, Exchange, Global Currency Reset (GCR), Revaluation
(RV) ,Currency exchange rates, Quantum Financial System (QFS). Do not use
these terms after you exchange and sign an NDA.

As a reminder, I will taking a couple of weeks after the RV to get my own
business done. I doubt I will have many more conference calls post RV. I know
many of you have a list of Trusts you want post RV. My staff and I will be happy
to help you as soon as possible after the exchange takes place.  

Thanks to all for you for you time and attention. My name is Carol Werelius. My
numbers are 425-820-8090 or 877-333-5018. I am available between 10 and 6
Central time. The best way to reach me is by email.
info@indicatorinformation.com. Have happy and safe weekend! Go RV!
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